
REVITALIFEDRIP™ MENU

ANTI-STRESS AND ANTIOXIDANT
(1200 AED)

IMMUNE BOOST AND HYDRATION
(1200 AED)

ENERGY BOOST AND FITNESS
HYDRATING SUPPORT

(1200 AED)

LIVER DETOX
(1250 AED)

AMINO ACIDS
(FAT BURNING/MUSCLE BUILDING)

(830 AED)

GLOWING AND RADIANT SKIN
(1200 AED)

GUT HEALER
(1200 AED)

HAIR REGENERATE
(1200 AED)

BLOOD BOOST AND IRON
(1200 AED)

This is essential to fight against 
oxidative stress caused by free 

radicals.

This Révitalife Drip is tailored with high 
dose of vitamins and minerals required 
to boost the body’s immune system.

This is for those who are energetic and 
enjoy working out at optimum level. 
Infused with B vitamins to boost 
energy levels and glutamine.

This Révitalife Drip is tailored with high 
dose of vitamins and minerals required 
to boost the body’s immune system 

and detoxifies the liver.

Tailored amino acid IV formulas used 
for effective weight management, 
muscle building, and relief of chronic 

fatigue.

Rich in vitamin C and glutathione, 
which is vital to detoxify the skin. This 
will help your skin recover and combat 

visible signs of ageing.

Rich in glutamine and folic acid 
that is essential for improving 
digestion and leaky gut. 

An IV hair formula designed to 
enrich your hair with vitamins 

and nutrients required for glossy, 
strong, and healthy hair.

An iron-rich IV formula that helps 
replenish iron stores, promote 
red blood cell production 
and fight anemia.



IV THERAPY PACKAGES
REVITALIFEDRIP™ EXPRESS (ONE-DAY PROGRAM)

1,300 AED
A perfect program for those looking to get rehydrated and receive a quick boost of energy. 

Keep your body and mind in a cosistent zestful state.

CONSULTATION | OLIGOSCAN TEST | 1 PERSONALIZED REVITALIFEDRIP

REVITALIFEDRIP™ ESSENTIAL (THREE-DAY PROGRAM)
1,850 AED1,850 AED

An enhanced program for general wellness.

CONSULTATION | OLIGOSCAN TEST | 2 PERSONALIZED REVITALIFEDRIPS

REVITALIFEDRIP™ ULTIMATE (FIVE-DAY PROGRAM)
2,800 AED

Let this program make a difference in the way you look and feel. Give a boost to your skin, nails, and hair by 
booking this drip. Infused with a select blend of vitamins and minerals.

CONSUCONSULTATION | OLIGOSCAN TEST | 3 PERSONALIZED REVITALIFEDRIPS

REVITALIFEDRIP™ PREMIUM (SEVEN-DAY PROGRAM)
3,750 AED

Do your days require high order strategy and creativity? Traveling often? Need to recover from sickness or 
hangovers? This program will revitalize your body & mind with vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and amino acids.

CONSULTATION | OLIGOSCAN TEST | 4 PERSONALIZED REVITALIFEDRIPS
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